Efficiency of trigonometric levelling method for height differences determination is better than those determined by geometric levelling but its accuracy is significantly lower. Development of accuracy of geodetic instruments increases possibilities for improvement accuracy of trigonometric levelling.However, air refraction appears as ultimate limitation factor for accuracy of trigonometric heights determination improvement. This paper aims to research the influence of air refraction on accuracy of height differences determined by trigonometric levelling method. Basic statistical hypothesis is that influence of air refraction on height differences is negligible. The case study is based on the results of regular measurements on "Vlasina" dam by using results of geometric and trigonometric levelling.
INTRODUCTION
Efficiency of trigonometric levelling method for height differences determination is better than those determined by geometric levelling but its accuracy in past was significantly lower. Improved accuracy of geodetic instruments in few past decades as well as improved measurement efficiency reached by automated total stations and theodolites implicate further research of possibility of trigonometric levelling method utilization especially for cases with short distances between station and measured points. Utilizing formulae for root mean square error of heights differences determined by trigonometric levelling method results with value of approximately 2 mm for distances up to 250 m and zenith angles in range (90 o ±15 o ) and with accuracy of horizontal distance = 1 mm and zenith angle = 1". This accuracy is reachable and represents the base for further researches.
Trigonometric levelling and its applications are widely researched in literature [1,2,3,4,5, and 6] which means that it is applicable and useful method for height differences or height of points itself determination. Air refraction and its influences on geodetic measurements also were researched and represented in numerous papers. Very large interval of refraction coefficient variation between -5 and +15 depending on height above ground and micrometeorological condition significantly limit the utilization of trigonometric levelling method [7] . Refractive index of air is also thoroughly researched [8,9, and 10] and it is possible to state that there no exists reliable solution for air refraction influence on geodetic measurements. However if measurements already exists it is possible to determine the value of air refraction coefficient on certain site and under climate condition when the measurements was provided.
Air refraction is ultimate limitation factor for improvement accuracy of trigonometric heights determination. Air refraction in geodetic measurements is usually quantified by refraction coefficient which commonly and its value is commonly taken as = 0.13 ± 0.04. This value is common and it could vary depending on the condition in field where measurements are provided. Taking the value of air refraction coefficient for a grant is not allowed and it must be determined for each local area where measurements are provided.
For determination of air refraction influence on height differences determined by trigonometric levelling method the model with known horizontal distances is proposed. This method is proposed because the horizontal distances and their accuracy are obtained from horizontal network adjustment. In case of known horizontal distances the efficiency of measurements could be additionally increased because the measurements of slope distances could be avoided.
Determination of air refraction is very complex problem and its variation disables trigonometric levelling method when the maximal accuracy is needed. But in case when the heights differences between benchmarks are determined both with geometric and trigonometric levelling the determination of air refraction influence on height differences determined by trigonometric levelling is possible. In this paper the determination of air refraction coefficient influence is researched when the height differences are determined both by geometric and trigonometric levelling.
The basic hypothesis which will be statistically tested in this paper is that influence of air refraction on height differences determined by trigonometric levelling is negligible. This hypothesis will be tested after air refraction coefficient determination and mean square error of air refraction coefficient. For testing this hypothesis the standard mathematical statistic approach will be provided [11] .
Case study was provided on the measurements of height differences obtained both by trigonometric and geometric levelling provided in field on "Vlasina" Dam in Serbia. The network for "Vlasina" dam monitoring is suitable because the lines of sight are shorter than 250 m and benchmarks are measured from different positions of pillars as well as from different heights.
METHODOLOGY
Starting from well-known formula for trigonometric heights determination by using known horizontal distance and measured zenith angle:
where:
-ℎ -height difference between station (tilting axis of theodolite) and measured point determined by trigonometric levelling method; --horizontal distance between station and measured point; --zenith angle; --coefficient of air refraction (usually adopted =0.13±0.04) and --radius of Earth (in this paper is adopted R=6377000 m).
it is possible to determinate height difference between theodolites tilting axis and measured point if the horizontal distance is known and zenith angle is measured.
The Figure 1 illustrates model of trigonometric heights described by formula (1) .Horizontal distance could be obtained in different ways but it is presumed that it is not obtained on the base of measured slope distance because in that case the formula for trigonometric height could be obtained by formula for slope distances.
In this case we will assume that horizontal distance is obtained as a result of horizontal network adjustment. Zenith angle is assumed to be a result of measurement. The radius of Earth will be adopted as a mean value for certain area what in this case is R=6,377,000 parameter is air refraction which is represented by coefficient of air refraction. Mean square error of height differences obtained by trigonometric levelling method is given as follows:
RMSE for height difference between points A and B, if the horizontal distances are the same and zenith angles are symmetrical to the horizon (or zenith angle are equal but azimuths are different) is then:
The root mean square errors (RMSE) values = 1 mm; 1" for areshown on figure 2.
The idea for air refraction influence determination on trigonometric height differences is based on measuring zenith angles from one station points to the sets of points. The difference of trigonometric heights between two measured points from one station shall contain the influence of air refraction. Determination of air refraction coefficients is described by the following mathematical model:
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The idea for air refraction influence determination on trigonometric height differences is based on measuring zenith angles from one station points to the sets of points. The difference of trigonometric d points from one station shall contain the influence of air refraction. Determination of air refraction coefficients is described by the following mathematical model:
where A and B are the measured points station from which the measurement of zenith angle are provided. The height difference between points A and B then reads:
At the same time the height difference between points * and + determined by geometric levelling method, which is considered as a conditionally absolutely accurate and denoted by height differences obtained from two different stations shall be the same i.e.: When we have points between which the height differences are determined both by trigonometric and geometric levelling method it is possible to make combinations of height differences for each two points. Formula (9) also points out that height difference is determined by trigonometric levelling is influenced only by difference of air refraction coefficient which characterizes each measured point. The total number of combinations is calculated as follows:
And finally formula (13) Having equations and only one unknown ( ) the system of equations is predetermined and solution should be obtained by least squares method utilization.
The model of least squares is [11] : . 60
Solution of system equations is the coefficient of air refraction. The residuals? 8 shall be the random errors of height differences determined from the two different station points.Meaning of air refraction coefficient in this model is the average of its influence on one station in given range of azimuth, zenith angles, distances and time of measurement duration on one station.
The conclusion about air refraction influence is based on statistical hypothesis testing. Statistical hypotheses are: S T : = 0 (i.e. the influence of air refraction on height differences determined by trigonometric levelling method is negligible) against S U : ≠ 0 (i.e. the influence of air refraction on height differences determined by trigonometric levelling method is not negligible). The practical value of air refraction influence on height differences determined by trigonometric levelling determination is in improvement of efficiency of dam monitoring. Actually trigonometric levelling method is more efficient than geometric levelling method and its utilization could increase efficiency i.e. to shorten the time of dam monitoring duration. At the same time the accuracy shall not be lost because the importance of reliable conclusion about state and behaviour of the dam.
Test statistics is [11]:
The reason for research was found in the fact that lines of sights from station points to the benchmarks on the dam are relatively short and that fact could lead to high accuracy of height difference determined by trigonometric levelling method. According to presented model and results of measurements the influence of air refraction was calculated and results are shown in table 1. According to initial hypothesis testing it is possible to conclude that at pillars C and G null hypothesis shall be adopted and at pillars F and G shall be adopted alternative hypotheses.
Analysing results given in table 1 it is obvious that in two cases (measurements from pillar C and from pillar G) influence of air refraction could be negligible and in two cases (measurements from pillar F and H) it is not negligible. However the RMSEs of air refraction coefficient are relatively high for all pillars in spite of the high number of measurements. The range of distances and zenith angles as well as the number of measured points and influence of RMSE of air refraction coefficient for each pillar are given in table 2.
The influence of RMS of air refraction coefficient is calculated by following formula: Comparing the influence of air refraction coefficient with influence of errors of horizontal distance and zenith angle it follows that those two influences are equal. This fact implies that influence of air refraction around the Vlasina dam is rather high in spite of the relatively short distances and high accuracy of their determination. Also this result implies that measurements provided for dam monitoring contain capacity for research and improvement of accuracy of trigonometric levelling method.
CONCLUSION
Air refraction as a limiting factor of accuracy of height differences determined by trigonometric levelling method was researched based on results of regular measurements for Vlasina Dam monitoring. Results of geometric levelling was treated as absolutely accurate and model was developed on the base of common formula for trigonometric levelling when horizontal distance are known and zenith angle are measured.
The results of analysis shown that influence of air refraction on height differences determined by trigonometric levelling is significant and that it is still limitation factor for improving their accuracy. Also further researching and improvement of measurement plan is justified because every chance of improving efficiency of measurements for dam monitoring is very important for dam management.
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